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Reapportionment. Senate Districts-Referendum Statute 
Official Title and Summary Prepared by the Attorney General 
REAPPORTIONMENT. SENATE DISTRICTS. REFERENDUM STATUTE. A "yes" vote approves, a "no" vote 
rejects, a statute (Chapter 536) enacted by 1981 Legislature revising the boundaries of the 40 Senate districts and 
adopting provisions imposing time and other limitations on redistricting court challenges. Summary of Legisl~tive 
Analyst's estimate of net state and local government fiscal impact: Approval would not affect state or local costs 
Rejection, which would require establishment of new Senate districts in 1983, would result in state costs of $370,OOG 
and county costs of $500,000. 
FINAL VOTE CAST BY THE LEGISLATURE ON SB 99 (PROPOSITION 11) 
Assembly-Ayes, 45 Senate-Ayes, 26 
Noes, 32 Noes, 11 
Analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
Background: 
The State Constitution requires the Legislature to 
adjust the boundary lines of the 40 State Senate districts 
every 10 years, in the year following the federal census. 
This process is known as "reapportionment" or "redis-
tricting." Its primary purposejs to establish Senate dis-
tri~ts which are reasonably equal in population, consist-
ent with the equal protection provisions of the State 
and Federal Constitutions (the one person, one vote 
concept). The State Constitution provides that the dis-
tricts shall be "single-member" and composed of con-
tiguous territories, numbered consecutively commenc-
ing at the northern boundary of the state and ending at 
the southern boundary. In forming the districts, the 
integrity of cities, counties, and geographical regions 
must be respected to the extent possible without violat-
ing other constitutional requirements. 
Following the 1980 federal census, the Legislature 
.,;na~ted Chapter 536 (SB 99), Statutes of 1981, which 
revised the boundaries of the 40 Senate districts and 
imposed time and other limitations on all redistricting 
court challenges. 
Proposal: 
This referendum allows the voters to approve or re-
ject the Senate reapportionment statute adopted in 
1981 by the Legislature. 
44 
If the statute is approved, the Senate districts estab-
lished by the act would remain unchanged until 1991, 
when the Legislature would be required to establish 
new boundaries for the districts, based on. the results of 
the 1990 federal census. 
If the statute is rejected, the Senate districts estab-
lished by the act would be used only for the primary 
and general elections in 1982. In 1983, the Legislature 
would be required to adopt new boundaries for the 
districts which would remain unchanged until 1991 
The California Supreme Court, in a recent decision i 
volving this statute, stated that if the voters reject the 
statute the new districts would have to be "essentially 
different" from the old districts. 
Fiscal Effect: 
Approval of this statute would not affect state or local 
costs . 
Rejection of this statute would require the Legisla-
ture to establish new Senate districts in 1983 and would 
make ineffective the other provisions of the statute. 
The State General Fund costs associated with establish-
ing new Senate districts would be approximately $370,-
000. Counties would incur one-time costs of approxi-
mately $500,000 to develop new precinct maps and 
related election materials for the districts. 
Text of Proposed Law 
This law proposed by Senate Bill 99 (Statutes of 1981, Ch. 536) is 
submitted to the people as a referendum in accordance 'with the 
provisions of Article II, Section 9 of the C~n~titution. 
This proposed law expressly repeals an eXIstmg chapter of the .E.lec-
tions Code and adds a new chapter thereto; therefore, new prOVlSlons 
proposed to be added are printed in italic type to indicate that they 
are new. 
PROPOSED LAW 
SECTION L The Legislature recognizes its mandated duty and 
responsibility under Section 1 of Article XXI of the California Consti-
tution and other applicable law to adjust, by statute, the boundary 
lines of the Senatorial, Assembly, Congressional, ,md Board of Equali-
zation Districts by December 31, 1981. 
The Legislature also recognizes that the Supreme Courts of Califor-
nia and of the United States have repeatedly indicated that redistrict-
ing is primarily a matter for legislative ('onsidera~on and determina-
tion and that judicial relief becomes appropnate only In those 
situations when a Legislature fails to redistrict according to constitu-
tional requirements in a timely fashion after having had an adequate 
opportunity to do so. 
Furthennore, an expeditious implementation of redistricting plans 
is clearly in the oest interests of the citizens of this state. For example, 
the number of representatives in the United States Hous, of Repre-
sentatives to which California is entitled has increased from 43 to 45. 
It would be wholly unacceptabie to the Legislature and the people of 
the State of California, and in violation of Article XXI of the California 
Constitution, as adopted by the voters, and Section 2c of Title 2 of the 
United States Code to require the election of the two additiomi1 
representatives in 1982 on a statewide basis. 
In order to conduct the 1982 primary election in a constitutionally 
efficient and timely manner, the Legislature finds that it is imperative 
that redistricting plans should be implemented 'without undue delay. 
This legislative goal will allow the several county clerks, the Secretary 
of State, candidates, and voters alike involved in the 1982 primary 
election to prepare for the changes necessitated by redistricting stat-
utes. 
The possibilities of judicial delays, involving disparate andnumer-
ous trials and appeals to higher courts, jeopardizes the certainty of 
implementing timely redistricting plans and might threaten to result 
in the perpetuation of present districts, which are manifestly malap-
portioned and unconstitutional. 
It is recognized by the Legislature, however, that the California 
Supreme Court possesses original jurisdiction in proceedings for ex-
traordinary relief, including mandamus, under Section 10 of Article 
VI of the California Constitution. Under this constitutional authority, 
the California Supreme Court has invoked its original jurisdiction in 
cases in which the issues presented are of great public importance 
and must be resolved promptly, and has specifically so acted with 
regard to redistricting. The California Supreme Court has recognized 
that cases affecting the values of one person's vote being equal to that 
of another, the right to vote, and the method of conducting elections 
are of 5Teat public importance and are matters which must be re-
solved at the earliest possible time. It is also recognized by the Califor-
nia Supreme Court that manda..'llus is a proper remedy for compelling 
an officer to conduct an election in accordance with law and a proper 
method for challenging the constitutionality or validity of statutes. 
With the foregoing ill mind, it is the intent of the Legislature that 
this act, among other things, shall serve to facilitate the expeditious 
judiclal review of any redistricting statute enacted pursuant to Article 
XXI of the California Constitution. 
SEC. 2. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the con-
trary, any person challenging the validity or constitutionality of a 
redistricting statute enacted pursuant to Article XXI of the California 
Constitution shall, within 30 days from the effective date of that 
redistricting statute, and no later, petition the California Supr~me 
Court for a writ of mandate, specifying the nature of the relief sought, 
and nalning the Secretary of State as respondent. 
SEC. 3. Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 300(0) of Division 
18 of the Elections Code is repealed. 
SEC. 4. Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30020) is added to 
Division 18 of the Elections Code, to read: 
CHAPTER 3. SENATE DISTRICTS 
SOO2O. It iv the intent of the Legislature in the enactwcIit of this 
chapter to implement the pro~isions of Article XXI of the Califorma 
CUilStil'JtiOn. 
- 30021. For purposes of this chapter, references to "CT" or "Gis" 
shall mean "census tract" ilIld "census tr,7Cts'; respectiveJy, ilIld refer-
ences to "ED" or "EDs" shall meilIl "enumeration district" 0]' "enu-
meration distn'cts'; respe('tive~~:. as those dc,mographic units are es-
tablished by the Um'ted States Bureau of the Censlls for the 1980 
census as descn'bed by maps and publications of the bureau. 
In addition, and for the purposes of' this chapter, references to 
"boundaries" or "city limits '; respectively, spall refer to the bounda-
ries or limits of tile particwar city as they existed on April 1, 1980, 
except as is otherwise expressly provided. -
3OO22. Senate District 1: Senate District 1 shalJ consist of the whole 
Caunb'es of Butte, El Dorado, Lassen,. Modoc, Nev!lda, Placer, Plu-
mas, Sierra, Siskiyou, Sutter, and Yuba. 
Senate District 2: Senate District 2 shall consist of the whole Coun-
b'es of Del Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino, and SolilIlo, together with 
!:he part of the County of Sonoma contained in the following whole 
and partial cens~_' tracts: CT 1501; CTs 1506.0.1 through 1511; CTs 
1512.01 through 1513.01, except those portions located within the city 
limits of the City of'Rohnert Park; CT 1513.04, except those portions 
located within the city limits of the City of'Rohnert Park and tilat area 
north of Keiser A venue and West of Petaluma Hill Road; cr 1514; CI's 
1519 through 1520; CTs 1529.0.2 through 1530.03,. CT 1530.04--That 
portion located lvithin the city limits of the City of Sebastopol,. CTs 
1531 through 1540,. CTs 1542 through 1543. 
Senate District 3: Senate District 3 shall consist of'the County of 
Marin, together with the part of the City and County of San Francist;,O 
contained in the following whole censl/S tracts: CTs 10.1 through 1,V,. 
cr 176.0.2,. CTs 201 through 204; CTs 205 through 214; CTs 351 through 
603. 
Senate District 4: Senate District 4 shall consist of the whole COWl-
ties of Colu~a, Glenn, Lake, Napa, Shasta, Tehama, Trinity, and Yolo, 
together with the part of the COUIlty of Sonoma contained in the 
following whole and parb'al censl/S tracts: CTs 1502 through 1505; CTs 
1512.01 through 1513.04--Those porbons not located within Senate 
District 2; CTs 1515.01 through 1518,. CTs 1521 through 1529.01; CT 
1530.04, except that portion located within the city limits of the City 
of Sebastopol; CT 1539 through 1541. 
Senate District 5: Senate District 5 shall consist of the whole Coun-
ties of Alpine, Amador, Calaveras, San Joaquin, and Tuolumne, to-
gether with the part of the County of Sacramento contained in the 
following whole and partial censl/S tracts: CT 45-That portion of CT 
45 located outside the bcundaries of the City of Sacramento; CT 46.02; 
CT 47-That portion of CT 4710cated outside the boundaries of the 
City of Sacramento; CT 48-That portion ofCT 48located outside the 
boundaries of the City of Sacramento; CT49.01-That portion ofCT 
49.01 located outside the boundaries of the City of Sacramento; CT 50; 
CT 51-That portion of CT 51 located outside the boundaries of the 
City of Sacramento; CT 80.01; CT 82.01; CTs 82.05 through 91.04; CT 
9f'r-That portion of CT 92 located outside the boundaries of the City 
of Sacramento; CTs 93.01 through 95; CT ~That portion of CT 96 
located outside the boundaries of the City of :'acramento; CTs 97 
tilrough 98. 
Senate District 6: Senate District 6 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Sacramento contained in the follOwing whole and partial 
cens/lS tracts: CTs 1 through 44.02; CT 4.-"-That portion of CT 45 
located within the city limits of the City of Sacramento; CT 46.01; CT 
47-That portion of CT 47 located within the city limits of the City 
of Sacramento; CT 48-That portion of' CT 48 located within the city 
limits of the City of Sacramento; CT 49.o.I-That portion ofCI·49.01 
located within the city limits of the City of Sacramento; CT 4902; cr 
51-That portion of cr 51 located within the city limits of the City 
of Sacramento; CTs52.o.l thrQugh 79.02; CTs80.03 through 81.12; CTs 
82.02 through 82JJ4; CT 92-That portion of CT 92 located within the 
city limits of'the City of Sacramento; cr ~That portion of CT 96 
located within the city linlits of the City of Sacramento. 
Senate District 7: Senate District 7 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Contra Costa contained in the following whole aI)d partial 
censl/S tracts: CTs 3010 through 3400.01; CT 34OO.02-That portion of 
CT 3400.02 located outside the boundaries of the City of Lafayette; 
CTs 3420 through' 3452.01; CTs 3461.01 through 3462.02; CT 3470-
That portion of CT 3470 located within the city limits of the Cities of 
Continued on page 66 
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Reapportionment. Senate Districts-Referendum Statute 
Argument in Favor of Proposition 11 
A "NO" VOTE ON PROPOSITION 11 WILL COST California, also voted for this plan and commented to the 
TA.¥PAYERS MONEY NEEDLE"'SSLY press that it was good for his San Diego area. Additionally, 
A "no" vote on Proposition 11 and the other reapportion- other Republican and Democratic Senators from both north-
ment plans would needlessly cost California taxpayers over a ern and southern California voted this plan into law. 
million dollars. That is the estimated cost of doing yet another YOUR INTEREST IN FAIR REPRESENTATION 
set of reapportionment plans. This simply is not necessary. IS BEING THREATENED BY 
THE SENATE DISTRICTING PLAN IS FAIR AND BIG MONEY INTERESTS 
GIVES YOU BETTER REPRESENTATION The reapportionment of Senate districts already has been 
The Constitution requires that the Legislature redraw Sen- handled responsibly. Federal and state courts have consid-
ate district lines every 10 years so that the state's 40 Senate ered the Senate plan and called it acceptable. Now, a group 
districts have equal populations, while dIviding as few coun- of politicians and their big-business allies are asking the tax-
ties and communities as possible. payers of this state to needlessly spend more millions of tax-
Measured by objective standards-that is, the reapportion- payer dollars to do yet another reapportionment plan. 
ment plan done by the Supreme Court in 1973-this new The opponents of this proposition already have raised and 
Senate plan divides fewer counties and cities than did even spent some $1.7 million and have well over $1 million cash on 
the Supreme Court. Minorities, senior citizens, working hand left to pay for the media campaign we are now witness-
people, students, indeed all citizens are well represented by ing. Why would special interests spend such money? Because 
the Senate plan. a few politicians who want more political power want to do 
THE PUBLIC .WAS INVOL VED IN THE a new reapportionment plan which will serve only th~ir inter-
DISTRICTING PLAN ests. 
Over 30 public hearings, hundreds of bipartisan staff hours, 
and many taxpayer dollars have already been spent to de-
velop this reapportionment plan as required by the California 
· Constitution. This plan has been carefully studied and accept-
:, ed by state and federal courts. 
THIS IS A TWO-PARTY PL4N -
This plan IS fair to both political parties and all registered 
voters. It passed the Senate with Republican and Democratic 
votes. 
· The Chairman of the Senate Committee on Elections and 
· Reapportionment, a northern California Democrat,supports 
this plan. The Vice Chairman of the Senate Committee on 
; Elections and Reapportionment, a Republican from southern 
DONT BE FOOLED 
Don't be fooled by big advertising campaigns, big money, 
andrnisstatements. Stop the increasing pressure and waste of 
money that special interests are putting upon your system of 
government. 
PLEASE VOTE "YES" ON PROPOSITION 11. 
EDMUND G. "PAT" BROWN, SR. 
Fonner Govemor of California 
NATHANIEL S. COLLEY, SR. 
Westem Regional Counsel, NAACP 
JOSEPH MONTOYA 
State Senato~ 26th Distnct 
Rebuttal to Argument in favor of Proposition 11 
•. Don't be fooled by the big-money argument offered by 
supporters of the Senate reapportionment plan. Your right to 
vote down this plan exists because 900,000 Californians signed 
referendum petitions to put this issue on the June ballot. 
· Thousands gave this effort their overwhelming support with 
small personal contributions, averaging $14 apiece. 
This referendum is not the work of "a group of politicians 
and their big business allies." Thousands of concerned citizens 
worked hard to place this issue before you for your decision. 
Millions of taxpayer dollars have been spent already on 
reapportionment-by the very politicians who now urge you 
to approve their handiwork. 
YOUR "NO" VOTE SAYS YOU DON'T APPROVE OF 
THE GAMES THEY PLAYED WITH YOUR MONEY. 
Taxpayers in San Mateo, Santa Clara, Orange, Riverside ann 
San Diego Counties will go without representation in the 
Sena~e for two years because of a "numbers game" played 
· with y~ur tax dollars. Switches in district numbers disenfran-
. chise more than one million citizens. 
There would be no need for this referendum had the politi-
cians in power not abused the reapportionment process. Eq-
uitable and fair redistricting of California can be accom-
plished at minimal expense if the politicians would just follow 
the California Constitution. 
IN 1981 THEY REFUSED TO OBEY THE CONSTITU-
TION, AND INSTEAD CREATED DISTRICTS THAT W AN-
DER UP AND DOWN THE STATE. YOUR NO VOTE WILL 
TELL THEM TO GO BACK AND DO THE JOB RIGHT. 
Vote no on Proposition 11. 
GERALD R. FORD 
Fonner President of the United States 
SANDRA R. SMOLEY 
Sacramento County Supervisor 
DONNA RICHARDSON 
Mayor of San Mateo 
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Reapportionment. Senate Districts-Referendum Statute 
Argument Against Proposition 11 
Vote no on Proposition 11. 
Vote no to stop a few legislative power brokers from assault-
ing your right to fair elections in the Senate. 
Vote no on oddly shaped districts and gerrymanders that 
are designed to dilute your vote and split communities. Many 
districts have been gerrymandered in a flagrant attempt to 
guarantee which party will win the election and to impair 
your right to have a real choice in Senate elections. 
Last year the politicians ignored the people's 1980 vote to 
stop gerrymanders (Proposition 6, Article XXI, California 
Constitution). J,Vhile holding superficial "public" heari71gs, 
they secretly created uDe vi'the most outrageous gerryman-
ders in history. 
A district's number determines when an election will be 
conducted. No districts were as~igned numbers until i~edi­
ately before the Senate vote on this plan. This secrecy was 
necessary in order that the press and public not become 
aware of or have time to react to a direct attempt to take away 
the vote of owr 3 million citizens. In two districts alone (SD 
11 and 37) nearly 1.2 million people in San Mateo, Santa Clara, 
Orange, Riverside 'Uld San Diego Counties will be left with-
out a State Senator for two years. 
Using the "numbers game" in Sacramento, the power 
brokers forced a Senator to run for reelection even though he 
had already been fairly elected to a four-year term just two 
years before. 
A commonsense look at a California map.shows the Legisla-
ture's contempt for natural communities. It created a district 
(SD 12) stretching from near downtown San Jose across the 
Diablo Mountains and the San Joaquin Valley to the Sierra 
foothills. 
One "gerrymonstered" district (SD 16) links Kings County 
with Barstow in San Bernardino County and then crosses the 
Tehachapis into the Altadena-Pasadena area of Los Angeles 
County. SD 25, the "watershed district," ties Mono County, 
just south of Lake Tahoe, to Needles, and while skirting the 
population of San Bernardino adds several Los Angeles sub-
urbs. Another connects mountainous Yosemite with coastal 
San Luis Obispo and Santa Barbara Counties using part of 
Honterey County as a narrow bridge. 
Orange County is cut into five districts, and a majority of its 
cities are split.San Diego's suburbs are connected with Impe-
rial County. 
A narrow coastal district stretches from the San Luis Obispo 
county line through Malibu into Pacific Palisades and Wood-
land Hills. 
Almost every major newspaper has published editorial 
comment urging a no vote. 
VOTE NO on Proposition 11 because nearly a million Cali-
fornians signed a petition in a record 50 days and paid the cost 
Jtith small donations so you could have a chance to vote on 
this 'Vital issue. 
Vote no to preserve the 70-year right to reject the bad laws 
of the Legislature and to send the Legislature a message to 
stop this abuse of the reapportionment process. 
GERALD R. FORD 
Former President of the United States 
SANDRA R. SMOLEY 
Sacramento County Supervisor 
DONNA RICHARDSON 
ldayoi of San Mateo 
Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 11 . 
WHAT OPPONENTS DON'T SAY NO SECRECY 
If these propositions fail, it will cost taxpayers a million Opponents say "power brokers did reapportionment in se-
dollars. crecy." Not true. Nearly two-thirds of Senators, both Demo-
THE TRUTH ABOUT NUMBER CHANGES crats and Republicans, voted "yes" on this proposition, and 
Any reapportionment must result in some areas having the recorded hearings are available to everyone. 
district number changes. Any legislative district having too DON'T BE FOOLED 
many people for fair representation must put some into an-
other district with a different number. This is required by the 
Constitution and cannot be avoided. Don't be fooled by oppo-
nents calling these changes "gerrymandering." 
What the opponents don't say is that a "no" vote will make 
unavoidable Senat? election delays worse, not better. Areas 
thaI. wait four years if you vote "yes," might have to wait six 
years if YJU vute "no," Other areas waiting six years coulci wait 
eight yt:ars. 
Contrary to false statements, no Senator's rour-year term 
can be (nor were they) shortened or lengthened. ' 
ODDLY SHAPED DISTRICTS ARE UNAVOIDABLE 
Senate lines are constitutionally required to follow oddly 
shaped city and cOlmty boUndaries. Senate districts mustcov-
er large areas, like "San Jose to Stanislaus County," which are 
adjoining counties. 
Proposition 11 has absolutely nothing to do \\oith keeping 
the 70-year right of initiative and referendum. 
VOTE "YES" 
Save taxpayers one million dollars. A "no" vote causes vot-
ers needless two-year delays in voting for Senator. Protect the 
integrity of democratic government. Vote 'yes. " 
EDMUND G. "PAT" BROWN, SR. 
Former Governor of California 
NATHANIEL S. COLLEY, SR. 
Westcrn Regional Counsel, NAACP 
JOSEPH MONTOYA 
State Senator, 26th District 
Arguments printed on this page are the opinions of the authors and ha-:e not been checked for accuraLY by any official agency 47 
6.'f13.02, CT6514, GT6702.01, CT6702.02, CT6703.01, CT6103.02, (T 
6704.01, CT 6704.02, CT 6705, CT 6706, CT 6707.,02. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 2971-Blocks 115 and 119; CT 2973-
Block Group 3 and blocks 203,206, 207, 208 and 210; CT 5718-All 
except blocks 115,117, 120, 127, and 128; CT 5720.02-Block Group 1 
and blocks 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, and 208; CT 5744-Blocks 
101 and 204; L"T 5749.02-All except blocks 101, 206, and 207,' CT 
6707.01-All except portions in the City of Lomita, together with the 
part of Orange County contaiIled in the following whole and partial 
cenSllS tracts: 






999.01, CT ll00.~ L"T 1100.12. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT992.04--Portions in the City of Westmin-
ster, except block 118; CT .992.2:3-Portions in the City of Westmin-
ster; CT 992.39-Blocks 107, 1~ 109, 110, 111, 112, 144, and 145; CT 
~Ol-Portions not in Congressional District 38; CT 997.02-Por-
tions not in Congressional Distnet 38,- CT 997.03-Portiolls not in 
Congressional District 38; CT 1100.06-Portions not in Congressional 
Distnet 38; L"T 1100.07-Portions not in Congressional District 38. 
Congressional District 43: Congressional District 43 shall consist of 
the part of San Diego County contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: 
Whole CensllS Tracts: CT 170.14, CT 170.15, CT 170.16, CT 171.01, 





CT 198., CT 1~ CT200.02, CT200.m CT200.04, CT200.05, CT201.01, 
CT 201.02, CT 202.01, CT 202.02, CT 202.m CT 202.04, CT 202.05, CT 
~~CT~02,CT~mCT~CT205,CT206,~CT206,02, 
CT 207.01, CT 207.04. 
Partial CensllS Tracts: CT 170.05-Portions not in Congressional 
District 41; CT 170.06-Portions not in Congressional District 41; CT 
170.13-Portions not in Congressional Dl:~trict 41; CT 170.17-Por-
tions not in Congressional District 41; CT 17S-Portions not in Con-
gressional District 41; CT 207.03-Portions not in Congressional Dis-
trict 41,· together with the part of Orange County contained in the 
following whole and partial census tracts: 




Proposition ll-Text-Contmued from page 45 
Martinez and Pleasant Hill; CT 3511; CTs 3551.01 through 3902. 
Senate District 8.- Senate District 8 shall consist of the part of the 
City aIld County of San Francisco contained in the following wbole 
census tracts: CT 171; CT 176.01;CT 177; LTs 178 through 180; CT204; 
CTs 215 through 332; CTs 604 through 610, together With the part of 
th e County of San Mateo contained in the following whole and partial 
censllS tracts: CTs 6001 through 6057; CT 6068, except that portion 
Within the city limits of the City of San Mateo; CT 6069, except that 
portion within the city limits of the City of San Mateo; CT6135-That 
portion Within ED 1 and generally north and east of ED 1; CT 6136. 
Senate District 9: Senate District 9 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Al'l.IIleda contained in the following whole censllS tracts: 
CTs 4001 through 4089; CTs 4096 through 4286, together with the part 
of the COlmty of Contra Costa contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: CT 34OO.02-That portion ofCT 3400.02 located 
within the city limits of the City of Lafayette; CT 3410; CT 3452.02; 
CT 3470-That portion of CT 3470 located outside the bound/uies of 
the Cities of Martinez and Pleasant Hill; CTs 3480 through 35fIO; CTs 
3512 through 3540; CTs 3910 through 3920. 
Senate District 10: Senate District 10 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Alameda contained in the following wilOle cens'JS tract~: 
CTs 4090 through 4095; CTs 4301 throllgh 4517. 
Senate Distnct 11: Senate District 11 shall consist of part of the 
County of San Mateo contained in the folloWing whole and partial 
ceIlSllS tracts: CTs 6058 through 6068, except that portion of GT 6068 
66 
524.11. 
Partial CensllS Tracts: CT 320.07--All except Block Group 3 and 
blocks 237, 244, 252, 253. 254, 255, 2..'56, 257, 258, 259, and 260; GT 
423.03-Portions in the City of San Juan Capistrano; cr 524.U8-Por-
tions not in the City of Irvine; Cl' 524.10-Portions not in the City of 
Irvine. 
Congressional District 44: Congressional District 44 shall comist of 
. the part of San Diego County not included in Congressional Districts 
41, 43, and 45, including those tracts designating population on vessels 
which are not contained in Congressional Districts 41, 43, and 45. 
Congressional District 45: Congressional District 45 shall consist of 
the following wbole county: Imperial, together udth the part of San 
Diego County contai7ed in the following whole and partial census 
b'acts: 
VVhole Census Tracts: CT 2, CT 3, CT 4, L"T 5, CT 6, GT 7, GT 9, 
CTmCT~CT~CT~CT~07,CT~CT~CT~CT~ 
CT~CT~CT~CTm~CTm02,CTnCTmCT~~CT 
73.02, cr 74, CT 75, GT 99.01, CT 100.07, CT 101.04, CT 102, CT 103, 
CT~CT~CT~~CT~02,CT~mCT~~CT~ 







CT 168.03, GT 168.04, CT 168.05, CT 169, CT2~CT209.01, CT209.02, 
CT 210, CT 211, CT 212.01, CT 212.02, L"T213. 
Partial Census Tracts: CT 1-All except blocks 407, 410, 501, 502, and 
509; CT 8-Blocks 307, 308, 309, 312, 313, 314, and 315,' CT 32.~All 
except portions in the City of National City and the unincorporated 
portions of block 2m. CT 65-All except Block Groups 2 and 4 and 
block 506 and those portions of blocks ,W2 and 503 that are southeast 
of an extension of Enterprise Street from Pacific Coast Higbway and 
the San Diego Freeway; CT 89-Blocks 206, 207, 208, 2O!J. 210, 211, 214, 
215, 216, and 217; CT l00.06--Blocks 536, 537, ,ill, 539, 540, 541, 542, 
and 543; CT 101.05-Block Groups 7 and 9 and block 540,' CT 137-
Portions not in Congressional District 41; CT 1S8-Portions not in 
Congressional District 41; CT 138-Portions not in Congressional Dis-
trict 41; CT 162.02-Portions not in CongressiOnal District 41; CT 
166.02-Portions not in Congressional District 41; CT 166.05-Por-
tions not in Congressional District 4.:. 
SEC. 3. If any section or provision of this act or the application 
thereof to any person or circumstances is held invalid, the invalidity 
shall not affect other sections or provisions or applications of the act 
which can be given effect without the invalid section, provision or 
application, and to this end the sections of this act and the provisions 
of the sections of this act are severable. 
located outside the boundaries of tile City of San Mateo; CT 6069-
That portion of CT 6069 located within the city limits of the City of 
San Mateo; CTs 6070 through 61~ except that portion of CT 6135 
within Senate District 8; CTs 6137 through 6138 together with the part 
of the COImty of Santa Clara contained in the following whole and 
partial censllS tracts: G"T 5046.01-That portion located within the city 
limits of the City of Palo Alto; CT 5065.02-That portion located 
within the city limits of the City of Los Gatos; CT 5067.03-That 
portion located within the city limity of the City of Los Gatos; CT 
5068.0'; CTs 5068'(J4 through 5079.03, except that portiull of CT 
5072.04 within the city limits of the City of Campbell; CT 5080.01; CTs 
508.1.01 through 5082.01, except that portion of CT 5081.02 located 
outside the boundaries of the City of CzIpertino; CTs 5083.01 through 
5OL13.04; CT5099.01-Thatportion located within the city limits of the 
City of Los Altos; CTs 5100.01 throllgh 5118, except that portion of CT 
51 00.01 located within the city limits of the City of Mountain View and 
llllincorporated areas wholly surrounrJed by the City of Mountain 
View; CTs 5119.03 through 5119.08. 
Senate District 12: Senate District 12 shall consist of the whole 
County of StanislallS, togetber with the part of the County of Santa 
Clara contained i'l the following whole and partial census tracts: CTs 
5021.01 and 5026.01-Those pcrtions located I,J-ithin the city limits of 
the City of Campbell; CTs 5026.02 through 5029.08; CTs 5030.02 
through 5030.03; CTs 5032.06 through 5032.08; L T 5033.05; CTs 5033.01 
through .'5033.10; CTs 5041 through 5042; CTs 5043.06 through 5044.09,' 
CTs 5044.11 through 5045.03: GT 5050.02-That portion located within 
the city limits of the City of Milpitas; CTs 5064.02 and 5065.01-That 
portion located within the city limits of the City of Campbell; CTs 
5065.02 through 5065.0..1, except that portion of CT 5065.02 located 
within the city limits of the City of Los Gatos; CT 5066.01-That 
portion located within the city limits of the City of Campbell; (,7 
"i066JJ3; CT 5li86.04-That portion located within the city limits of the 
~ty of Campbell; GTs 5066.05 through 5067.03. except that portion of 
cr 5067.U3located aithin the city limits of the City of Los GMos; CTs 
5068.0'] through 5068.03; CT 5072.04-That portion located within the 
city limits of tb City of Campbell; CT 5119.01; CTs 5120.02 through 
5120JJa; CT 5120.13; CT 5121-That portion located within the cit) 
linu'ts of the City of Morgan Hill; CTs 5123.01 through 5123.02; CT 
5124-That portion located within the city limits oflhe CityofMor-
gan Hill; CT 5127. 
Senate District 13: Senate District 13 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Santa Clara contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: CTs 5001 through 5026.01, except those portions of CTs 
5021.01 and 5026.01 located within the city limits of the Oty of Camp-
bell; cr 5030.01; CTs 5031.01 through 5032.05; CT 5033.04.; CT 5033.06; 
CTs 5034 through 5040,' CTs 5043.03 through 5043.05; GT 5044.10; CFs 
5046.01 through 5065.01, except that portion of CT .'5046.01 located 
within the city lirru'ts of the City of Palo Alto, that portion of C"7' 
5050.02 located within the city limits of the City of Milpitas, and tbose 
portions of CTs 5OC4.02 and 5065.01 within the city lirrdts of'the City 
of Campbell; CT 5066.01, except that portion located within the city 
limits of the City "f Campbell; CT 5066.04, except that portion located 
within the city limits of the City of Campbell; CT 5079.04; CT 5080.02; 
cr 5081.02-That portion located olltside the boundaries of the GIty 
of Cupertino: (75082.02; CTs 5084.01 throllgh 5099.02, except that 
portion of CT 5099.01 located within the city limits of the City of "-,os 
Altos; CT 51fX'./JI-That portion/ocated within the city limits of the 
City of Jvfoll.lJt(>.in View and the llllincorporated area wb.olly surrOlmd-
ed by the City of Mountain VJ·ew. . 
Senate Dl,tn'ct 14: Senate Distn'ct 14 shall consist of the whole 
Counties o[ Madera, Mariposa, Merced, and San Luis Obispo, to-
gether with the part of the CounHes of Fresno and Alonterev con-
tained in the following whole and partial census tracts: CTs 1 through 
3; CT 4-That portion of C"7' 4 located generally west of the right-of-
way of Southern Pacinc Railroad (between '''G''and "H" Streets from 
Ventura Avenue to East California Avenue); CTs 5 through 11; CTs 
9 through 24; CTs 35 through 42.01; CT 42.03; CTs 47001 through-48; 
CTs 75 t".rough 84.02, together with the part of the County of Monte-
rey contained in the follOwing whole census tracts: CTs 113 through 
114.02, together with the part of the County of Santa Barbara con-
tained in the following whole and partial census tracts: CT lS-That 
porb'on of C"7' 18 located outside ED 381; CT 19.01-That portion of 
CT 19.01 located within EDs 447 and 460; CT 19.03-That porb'on of 
CT 19.03 located within ED 445; cr 19.04-Tha' portion ofCT 19.04 
located within EDs 429, 440, and 441; (.is 20.01 through 20.02,' C"7's 
20.05 through 20.06; CT 2O.03-That portion of CT 20.03 located with-
in the city limits of the Gl'ty of Santa Maria and unincorporated arc' 
not located within Senate District 18; CTs 21 through 23.01; CT 23.02 
-That portion of CT 23.02 located within the city liInits of the City 
of Santa Maria; CT 24.01; CT 24.02-That portion of CT 24.02 located 
within the city limits of the City of Santa Maria. 
Senate District 15: Senate District 15 shall consist of the whole 
CuunHes of San Benito and Santa Cruz, togetJler with the part of the 
County of}.{onterey contained in the following whole census tracts: 
Cis 1 through 112; CTs 115 through 143.02, together with the part of 
the County of Santa Clara contained in the following whole and 
partial census tracts: CTs 5120.09 through 5120.12; CTs 5120.14 
throllgh 5122, except that portion ofCT 5121 within the i'if]'limits of 
the City of Morgan Hill; CTs 5124 through 5126, except that porHon 
of CT 5124 within the city limits of the City of Morgan Hill. 
Senat:! District 16: Senate District 16 shall consist of the whole 
70unties of Kern and King'S, together with the part of the County of 
( 's AngeJes contained in th'J follOwing whole and partial census 
L< '!t3~ CTs 4602 through 46(!4; CTs 4609 through 4611: CTs 4615 
tra- Igh 4622; CT 9001; CT 9100, except that porb'on located within 
thro,. v limits of the City of Palmdale and the unincorporated area 
the Cll·.led by the City of Palmdale (west of the city limits of the City 
surr~dQ .Ie); CTs 9109 through 9110: C!S 9300.thr~l1f!h 9301, ex~e?t 
of P tiTlS of CT 9300 located IVlthin the CIty 11lll1ts of the Clues 
thos~ POd' 0> al •. rJ La Verne and except that porHon of CT 9301 west 
~(~he; AC::;eles L7:Dst Highway (from the northern Pasadena City 
. '. t the Angeles Forest Highway), together with the part of the 
Llllllts 0 f San Bernar~:'o contained in the following whole and par-
C~:mty 0 trncts' rYrs go./}} throllgh 9(102,' CTs 93 through 96.01; CT 
tilLl cenSUS a . 'J 1 • 
96.02-That portion within the city limits of the City of Barstow; CT 
96.03. 
Senate Distric.: 17: Senate District 17 shail consist of the whole 
CUlmty of Tulare, together with the part of the CUlmty of Fresno 
contiined in the following whole and partial census tracts: CT 4-
That porHon of CT 4 not located WIthin Senate Di~trict 14; CTs 12 
~~~~ffi~~~CT4202,~43~~~~~ 
through 74. 
Senate Di.,·trict 18: Senate District 18 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Los .1ngeles CO/mty contained in the following whole and 
pa!'u'ai census tracts: C71351.01; cn 1371.02 through 1372.01; CTs 
1375.01 through 1376; (''Ts 2626 through 2627.01; CT 8001; CTs 8004 
through 8005, together with the part of Santa Barbara County con-
tained within the follolVlng whole and paru'ai census tracts: CE 1.01 
through 17.02; CT lS-That portion of CT 18 located within ED 381; 
CT 19.01-1hat portion of CT 19.01 located outside J!.1J-s 447 and 460; 
CT 19.03-That portion of CT 19.03 located outsde ED 445; CT 19.04 
-That portion of CT 19.04 located outside Eds 429, 440, and 441; CT 
20.03-That porHon of CT 20.03 located outside the boundaries of the 
City of Santa Maria and generally west of Blosser Road and nortb of 
Solomon Road,. (.T 23. 02--That portion of CT 23.02 located outside 
the boundaries oft11e City of Santa ,'-faria; CT 24.D2-That portion of 
CT 24.02 located outside the boundaries of the City of Santa Maria; 
CTs ffi throllgh 30.05, together with the part of Ventura County 
contained in the follolVlng whole and parb3J census tracts: CTs 1 
through 51; CF 56-That portion generally south of Hueneme Road, 
Camarillo State Hospital boundary, and west of Potrero Road; CT 
73-That porHon outside the city limits of the City of I 'J,/sand Oaks. 
Senate District 19: Senate District 19 shall consist of the part of the 
COlin~y of Los Angeles contained in the FollOwing whole and parb'al 
census tracts: CT 1061.01; CFs 1062 throuf[h 1063: CT J064-That 
portion generally north of Polk Street, CT l~That portion not 
contained in Senate District 2U; C7s 1066.02 through 1066.04; CTs 1081 
through 1082; C"7's 1112.01 through 1nS.02,· CTs U1J through 1152.01, 
except that portion of C'T 11/51.01 and 1152.01 contained in Senate 
Distn'ct 20; C1' 1152.02-That portion of CT 1152.02 west of Reseda 
Boulevard; CT lJ5.3.Ol-That porb'on north of Nordhoff Street; CT 
1154.01'-That portion not contained in Senate District 20; CTs 1341.02 
through 1349.02; CTs 1351.02 through 1371.01; CTs 1372.02 through 
1374.02; CTs 1393 and 1394-Those portions ofCTs 1393 and 1394 west 
of Vanalden Avenue; CTs 8002 through 8003.22; CT 9J(Ja.01,. CTs 
9200.01 through 9203.23, together with the ,part of the County of 
Ventura contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: 
CTs 52.01 through 72.02, except that portion of CT 56 located lVl'tliin 
Senate District 18; CT 73-That portion within the city limiis of the 
City of Thousand Oaks; CTs 74.01 through 85. 
Senate District 20: Senar~ District 20 shall consist of the part of the 
County of L0S Angeles contained in the following whole census tracts: 
CTs 1041.01 through 1048; cr 1001.02; CT l064-That porHon gener-
ally south of Polk Street; (,"7' l065-That porh'on generally south of 
Bledsoe Street and Herrick A~eI1ue; CT 1066.01; CTs 1067 ~'Jmugh 
1068; CTs 1091 through 1111.02; C'Ts 1114.01 through 1114.02; CT 
1151.01-That porHon bounded by Plummer Street on the north, 
Louise A venue on the west, au} :;ordhoD'Street on the south; CT 
1152.01-That portion cast of Reseda Boulevard and south of Superior 
Street; CT 1152.02-That porHon not contained in Senate District 19; 
CT 115.3.01-That portion south of Nordhoff Street; CT 115.3.02; CT 
1154.01-That porHon south of the Southern Pacmc Railroad and east 
of White Oak A venue,. GTs 1154.02 through 1249.01, except that por-
tion of 1222 generally north of Glenoak's Boulevard; CT 1251-That 
portion north of Magnolia Boulevard; CT 1252-That porHon north of 
Magnolia Boulevard; CT 1253,. CTs 1256 through 1288,. CTs 1311 
through 1341.01; CTs 1391 through 1394, except those portions of CT 
1393 and CT .l394 west of Vanalden Avenue; CT 1395-That portion 
not in Senate District 22; CT 1398.01,. CTs 3201 through 3203. 
Senate District 21: Semite District 21 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Los Angeles contained in tre follOWIng whole and partial 
census tracts: CTs 1011 through 1034,. CT 1222-That portion general-
ly north of Glenoaks Boulevard; GTs 3001 through 302.'5.02; CTs 
43()().01 through 4311,. CT 4312-That porHon within the city limits of 
the City of Monrovia; GTs 4313 through 4321.02; CT 432S-That por-
tion IVlthin the city limits of the City of Arcadia,. CTs 4600 thJOugh 
4601; CTs 4S05.01 through 4608; CTs 4612 through 4614; CTs 4623 
through 4801.01; cr 4812.01; CTs 9002 through 9012.02; CT 9100-
That portion not iII Senate'District 16; CTs 9101 through 91t'J7; (,"7' 
9108.02,. CT 9301-That portion not in Senate uistrict 16; (.79302. 
Senate District 22: Senate District 22 sJ:alJ consist of the part of the 
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County of Los Angeles contained in the folloVYing whole and partial 
census tracts: GT 1249.02,' CT 1251-That portion south of Magnolia 
Boulevard; CT 125i'r-That portion south of Magnolia Boulevard; CTs 
1254 through 1255; CT 1289; CT 1395-That portion generally south 
of Magnolia Boulevard and Ventura Boulevard; CTs 1396 through 
1397.03; CTs J.198.02 through 1436.02; CTs 1438.01 through 1439.02,-
CTs 2164 through 2166; CT 2171; CTs 2183 through 2185; CTs 2198 
through 2201; CTs 2611.01 through 2625; CTs 2627.02 through 2731; CT 
2737; CTs 2751.01 through 2753.01; CTs 2754 through 2755; GTs 7006 
through 7028.03; CT 7030.01, except that portic."1 outside the bounda-
ries of the City of Culver City. 
Senate District 23: Senate District 23 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Los Angeles contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: CT 1437; CT 1852.01; CT 1853; CTs 1863 through 1922,. 
CTs 1923 and 1924-Those portions ea:;t of Wilcox Avenue and north 
of Clinton Street; CTs 1925 through 1974; CTs 2084 through 2086; CTs 
2111 through 2114; CTs 2118 through 2126; CTs 2131 through 2133; 
CTs 2142 through 2151-Except that portion of CT 2151 east ofCoch-
ran A venue; CTs 2162 through 2163; CTs 2167 through 2169; CTs 2212 
through 2214.01; CT 2215.01; CT 2216.01,. CTs 3101 through 3200; CTs 
7001 through 7005. 
Senate District 24: Senate District 24 shall consist of part of the 
County of Los Angeles contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: CTs 1811 through 1851,. cr 1852.02,' CTs 1881 through 
1862; CTs 1975 through 2(J8J,. CTs 2087 through 2098; CT 2134,- CT 
2211; CT 2217.01; CTs 2241 through 2243,- CTs 2261 through 2263; CTs 
4805 through 4807.02; G"Ts 5303 through 5319, except that portion of 
CT 5304 located vyithin the city limits of the City of Monterey Park; 
CTs 5323.01 through 5324, except that portion of CT 5323.01 located 
within the city limits of the City pf Bell and that portion of CT 5324 
located within the city limits of the City of Huntington Park; CTs 5333 
through 5334; CT 5337; C1 s 5339 through 5342. 
Senate District 25: Senate District 25 shall consist. of the whole 
Counties of /nyo and Mono. together with the part of the County of 
Los Angeles contained in the follOwing whole and partial census 
tracts: CTs 4002.01 through 4017.01, except that portion ofCT 4017.01 
located withiJl the city limits of the City of Pomona; CTs 4018 through 
402(); CTs 403't01 through 4045; CTs 4059 through 4061.02; CT 93ro-
That portion located within the city limits of the Cities of Glendora 
and La Verne, together with the part of the County of San Bernardino 
contained III the follOwing whole and partial census tracts: CTs 8.01 
through 9; CT 20} CTs 73 through 74.01; CT 75; CTs 78 through 88.02; 
CTs 91.01 through 92; CT 96.02, except that portion located vyithin the 
city limits of the City of Barstow; CTs 97.01 through 107. 
Senate District 26: Senate District 26 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Los Angeles contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: CTs 4046 through 4052; CTs 4069 through 4073, except 
that portion of CT 4069 located within the city limits of the City of 
West Covina; CTs 4075 through 4079, except that portion of CT 4079 
located within the city limits of the City of West Covina; CT 4081.32; 
CTs 4082.02 through 4084.01; CT 4084.02-That portion located within 
the boundaries of Rose Hills Memorial Park; CT 4085.01; CF4086.01; 
CT 4312, except that portion located within the city limits of the City 
of Monrovia; CTs 4322 through 4340, ex,:ept that portion of CT 4325 
located within the city limits of the City of Arcadia; CTs 4801.02 
through 4804,- CTs 4808.01 through 4811; CTs 4812.02 through 4828; 
CTs 5003 through 5010, except those portions of CT 5003 and 5010 
located within the city limits of the City of Whittier; CT 501i'r-That 
portion located outside the city limits of the City of Whittier; GT 
5015.01-That portion located within the boundaries of Rose Hills 
Memorial Park; CT 5016-That portion located within the boundaries 
of Rose Hills Memorial Park; CTs 5022 through 5026.02, except those 
portions of CTs 5022 and 5023located within the city limits of the City 
of Santa Fe Springs; CTs 5300.01 through 5302.02; CT 5304-That 
portion located WithiIl the city limits of the City of Monterey lark; 
CTs 5320 through 5322. 
Senate District 21': Senate District 27 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Los AngeJes contain~ in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: CT 2214.02,' CT 2215.02; CT 2216.02; CTs 2217.02 through 
2227; CTs Z244 through 2247; CTs 2264 through 2328; CT 2383; CTs 
2391 through 2392; CTs 2394 through 2395; CTs 23,97 through 2412,' 
CTs 2414 through 2416; CTs 2423 through 2427; CT 5323.01-That 
portion located within the city limits of the City of Bell; CT 5324-
That portion located within the city limits of the City of Huntington 
Park; CTs 5325 through 5332; CTs 5335 through 5336; CTs 5338.01 
through 5338.02,' CTs 5343 through 5352,- CTs 5355 th.-ough 5362,- GTs 
5407 through 5408,- CTs 5412 through 5413,- CTs 5416.01 through 
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5416.02; GT 5420; CTs 5422 through 5430; CT 5432, except that portion 
south of Greenleaf Boulevard. 
Senate District 28: Senate District 28 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Los Angeles contained in the folloWing whole and partifll 
census i"'"acts: CTs 1923 through 1924-Except those portions within 
Senate District 23; CTs 2115 through 2117; CTs 2127 through 2129; c: 
2141; CT 2151-That portion east of Coehran AveIJue; CTs 215 ... 
through 2161; CTs 2172 through 2182; CTs 2188 through 2197; CT 2202,-
CTs 2341 through 2362.02,' CTs 2363 th.~ough 2382,- CTs 2384 through 
2386; CT 2393; CT 2396; cr 2413,- cn 2732 through 2736; CTs 2738 
through 2742; CT 2753.02; CTs 2756 through 2912,' CTs 5409.01 through 
5410.01; GT 5411; CTs 6001 through 6025.03; CTs 6027 through 6028 ; 
CT 6037.01; CT 6037.02-That portion located vyithin the city limits of 
the City of Hawthorne; CTs 7029 through 7029.99; CT 7030.01-That 
portion outside the boundaries of the City of Culver City; CTs 7030.02 
through 7032. 
Senate District 29: Senate District 29 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Los Angeles contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: CTs2947 through 2947.99; CTs 2949 through 2976.99; CT 
5552.02; GT 5712; CTs 5719 through 5720.01; CTs 5734 tllrough 5750.02,-
CTs 5756 through 5762; CTs 5765 through /'i768; CTs 5770 through 
5991; CTs 6099 through 6514; CTs 6702.01 through 6707.02, except that 
portion of CT 6707.01 located within the city limits of the City of 
Lomita. 
Senate District 30: Senate District 30 shall consist of the part of the 
County·of Los Angeles contained in the following vyhole and partial 
census tracts: CTs 2421 through 2422; CTs 2428 throug}12431; CTs 2913 
through 2946; CT 2948.: CTs ,"fJ,53 through 5354,- CTs 5400 through 5406; 
CT 5410.02; CTs 5414 through 5415; CTs 5417 through 5418; CTs 5421 
through 5421.02; CT 5431; CT 5432-That portion south of Greenleaf 
Boulevard,- CTs 5433.01 through 5440; CTs 5535 through 5539; CTs 
5701 through 57.06, except that portion of CT 5706located within the 
boundaries of the City of Lakewood,- CTs 5715.01 through 5718, except 
. that portion of CT 5715.01 located within the boundaries of the City 
of Lakewood; CTs 5720.02 through 5733; CTs 5751 through 5755; CTs 
. 5763 through 5764; CT 5769; CT 6026; CTs 6029 through 6036; CTs 
6037.02 through 6041, except that portion of CT 6037.02 located within 
the boundaries of the City of Hawthorne; CTs 6700.01 through 6701; 
CT 6707.01-That portion located within the city boundaries of the 
City of Lomita. 
Senate District 31: Sendte District 31 shall consist of the part of tk 
County of Los Allgeles contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: CT 4(.133.02; Lis 4033.12 through 4036, except that por-
tion of CT 4033.;3 located within the boundaries of the City of Po-
mona; CTs 4053 through 4058; CT..~ 4062 through 4068; CT 4lJ69-That 
portion located within the city limits of the City of West Co~ina; CT 
4074; CT 4079-That portion located wit:h.b.l the city limits of the City 
of West Covina; CTs 4080.01 through 4081.31; CT 4082.01; CT 4084.02, 
except that portion located within the boundaries of Rose Hills 
Memorial Park; CTs 4085.02 through 4085.03; CTs 4086.21 through 
4087.02; CTs 5001 through 5002.02; CT 5003-That portion located 
within the city limits of the City of Whittier; CT SOlO-That portion 
located within the city limits of the City of Whittier; CTs 5012 through 
5021, except that portion of CT 5012 located outside the boundan'es 
of the City of Whittier and those portions of CT 5015.01 and 5016 
located within the boundaries of Rose Hills Memorial Park; CT 
5029.02-That portion located within the city limits of the City of 
Whittier,- CT 5033.01; CTs 5034.01 through 5034.02; CT 5035.01-·That 
portion located within the city limits of the City of Wrottier; CTs 
5035.02 through 5041.01, except that portion of CT 5041.01 located 
within the city limits of the Cit), of Santa Fe Springs, together with 
the part of Orange County contained in the following whole census 
tracts: CTs 11.01 through 15.04; CTs 218.02 through 218.06; CI's 218.08 
through 218.09; CT 218.12; CT 219.07; CTs 320.02 through 320.09,- CTs 
320.11 through 320.15; CTs 423.07 through 423.08; CTs 52<i.04 througr 
524.05; CTs 524.07 through 524.11; CT 626.08,- CTs 626.21 throu!' ' 
626.22. ,h 
Senate District 32: Senate District 32 shall consist of the part ('I . 
County of Orange contained in the following whole and partial, -. the 
tracts: <-"Ts 18.01 through 19.03; CT 110-That portion of :ensU$ 
bounded by Malvern Avenue to the north, Basque A venue tf' :;:r 110 
and Commonwealth A venue to the south. Also that porti .J e east, 
Commonwealth Avenue but west of BrOf'/churst ROP'd.:1!-/,°uth of 
through 111.02; CT 11i'r-That portion of CT 112 so uth ' f' ct 111.61 
A venue, east of Woods A venue, and south of Wj':.nilmson ~ v ~pm' 
l1~That portion of CT 113 south of Chapmr.d1 A vena . d7ue; <-
That portion ol CT 114.02 south of Commr,nwealth 4",ee, ld4.02-
• 'Due an west 
of Raymond Avenue; CT 115.02-That portion of CT l1!5.OP east of 
State College Boulevard; CTs 116.01 through 116.02; Cis 117.12 
through 117.13; CT74O.03; CTs 740.05 through 741.04; CTs 742 thro'lgh 
744.03; CTs 745.01 through 749.02; CT 75(J.Oi-Thal portion of CT 
";0.01 south of Washington A venue and west of Main Street; GT 
;0.02; CT 751-That portion of CT 751 south of Civic Center Drive; 
CTs 752.01 through 752.02; CT759.01-Thatportion ofGT759.01 west 
of Shaffer Street; CT 760-That portion of CT 760 north of La Veta 
A venue and east of Main Strcet; CT 761.01-That portion of CT 761.01 
east of North Main Street and that portion bounded by Palm Drive, 
Maple A venue and North Main Street; CT 761.03; CT 762.04; CTs 
863.01 through 863.03; CTs 865.01 through 868.02; CT 869.01; CTs 
869.03 through 992.03; CT 992.1.1; C;,'s r:94.10 through 994.11; CTs 
996.01 through 996.02; CTs 996.04 through 99803; CTs 999.02 through 
999.04. 
Senate District 33: Sfmate District 33 shall consist of the part o[ the 
County of Los Angeles contained in the following whole and partial 
census tracts: LF 5O:22-That portion located within the city limits of 
the City of Sante Fe Springs; CT 5023-That portion lOcated within 
the city limits of the City of SdIlta Fe Springs; CTs 5027 through 
5032.02, <ixcapt that portion ol CT 5029.02 located within the city 
limits of the City of Whittier; CT 5033.02; GT 5035.01-That portion 
located outside the city limits 0/ the City of Whittie."'; CT 5041.01-
That portion located within the city limits of the City of Sante Fe 
Springs; CT 5041.02; CTs 5500 through 5534; CTs 5540 through 5552.01; 
CTs 57(XJ.01 through 5700.03; CT 5706-Thatportion located within 
the city limits of the City of Lakewood; CTs 5707.01 through 5711.02,' 
CTs 5713 through 5714; CT 5715.01-That portion located within the 
city limits of the City of Lakewood, together with the part of the 
County of Orange contained in the following whole census tracts: CT 
868.03; CT 869.02; CTs 1100.01 through 1100.05; CTs 1100.10 through 
1100.11; CTs 1100.13 through 1106.04. 
Senate District 34: Senate District 34 shall consist 0: the part of Los 
Angeles County contained in the following whole census tracts: CT 
4017.01-That portion within the city limits of the City of Pomona; CT 
4017.02; CTs 4021.01 through 4032; CT 4033.11; CT 4033.13-That por-
tion within the city limits of the City of Pc>mona; CT 4088, together 
with the part of San Bernardino County contained in the following 
'vhole census tracts: CTs 1 through 7; CTs 10 through 19; CTs 21 
.'trough 72; CT 74.02; CTs 76 throu/:;h 77. 
Senate District 35: Senate District 35 shall consist of parts of the 
County of Orange contained in the follOwing whole and partial census 
tracts: CTs 15.05 through 17.02,' CT 110--That portion ofCT 110 Tlot 
contained in Senate District 32; CT l1~Tl1at portion of CT 112 not 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 113-That portion of CT 113 not 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 114.01; CT 114.0~That portion 
oECT 114.02 not contained in Senate District 3Z; CT 115.01; CT 115.02 
-That portion of CT 115.02 not contained in Senate Distnct 32;CTs 
117.07 through 117.11; CTs 117.14 through 117.18; CT 21807; CTs 
218.10 through 218.11; CTs 218.13 through 219.06; Lis 219.08 through 
219.09; CT (524.06; CTs 525.01 through 525.10; CTs 626.10 through 
626.16; CIs 631.01 through 633; C'Ts 63fW1 :hrough 636.02,' CTs 637 
through 639.08; CT 740.04; CT 741.05; CT 744.04; CT 750'01-That 
portion of CT 750.01 not contained in Senate District 32;. CT 751-
That portion of CT 751 not contained in Senate District 32; CTs 753.01 
, through 758.10; CT 759.02; CT 759.01-That portion of CT 759.01 not 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 760-That portion of CT 760 not 
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210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, and 219; CT lS-That portion 
conWned within the following Blocks: 102, 103, 104, 105, 112, 113, 114, 
115, 201, 202, 203, 204, 207, 215, 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309, 
310,311,312, 313, 314, 315, .J16, 317, 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 401, 402, 
403,404,405, 4OtJ, 407, 408, 409, 110, 411, 412, 509, 601, 602, 603, 604, 605, 
~ 608, 609, 611, 612, 617, 618, 619, and 620,' CT 53-That portion 
contained within Blocks 915 and 918,' CT 69-That portion contained 
within the follOwing Blocks: 201, 202, 220, and 221; CT 76-That por-
tion contained within the following Blocks: 112, 113,220, 221, 222, 223, 
224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236,237, 238, 239, 
240, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 318, 319. 320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 401, 402, 
!()3, 404, 405, 406, 407, and 408; CT 79.01-That portioIl contained 
·.vithin the followiIlg Blocks: 307, 308, 309, 401, 502, 503, 504, 507, 508, 
509, 510, 511, 512, 513, 514, 515, 516, 518, 519, 520, 521, 524, 525, 526, 527, 
and 528; CT 79.0~That portion cOIltained within the following 
Blocks: {j()1, 602, 603, 605, 622, 623, 624, 625, 626, 627, 628, 629, and 630; 
contained in Senate District 32; CT 761.02,' CT 7S1.01-That portiv.'1 
uf CT 761.01 not contained in Senate District 32; CTs 762.01 through 
762.02; CTs 762.05 through 762.08; CTs 863.04 through 864.07; IT 
992.04; CT 992.12; CTs 992.22 through 992.35; CT 1106.05. 
Senate District 36: SeIlate District 36 shall consist of the part of the 
COU'lty of Riverside contained iII the following whole census tracts: 
CTs 301 through 426; CTs 427.04 through 431, except that porb'on of 
CT 427.04 located within the city limits of the City of Hemet; CT 
435.01-That portion located outsiq.e the hound aries of the Clty of 
Hemet; CTs 435.02 through 436; CTs 438.03 through 443; CT 444-
That portion located within the boundaries of the City of Palm 
Springs and EDs 543, 544, 545A, and 545B; CTs 445.01 through 462. 
Senate District 37.· Senate District 37 shall consist of the part of the 
County of Orange contained in the follOwing whole census tracts: CT 
320.10; CTs 421.01 through 423.06; CTs 423.09 throug.fJ. 423.14; CTs 
626.04 through 626.07; CTs 626.17 through 626.20; CTs 626.23 throug.fJ. 
630.08; CTs 634 through 635; CT636.03; CTs 992.14 through 992.20; 
CTs 992.36 through 994.04; CTs 994.05 through 994.06; CTs 994.12 
through 995.08; CTs 996.03 through 996.05; CTs 1100.06 through 
1100.08; CTll00.12, togeth,-.r with the part of the County of Riverside 
contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: CTs 427.02 
through 427.03; CT 427.04-That portion located within the hounda-
ries of the City of Hemet; CTs 432 through 435.01, except that portion 
of CT 435.01 outside the hound aries of the City of Hemet; CT 444, 
except that portion located within the hound aries of the City of Palm 
Springs and EDs 543, 544, 545A, and 545B, together with the part of 
the County of San Diego contained in the following whole census 
tracts: CT 155; CT 168.02 through 168.03; CTs 168.04 through 169; CTs 
170.07 through 170.11; CTs 187 through 191.02; CT 192.02; CT 207.03-
Except that portion within the houndaries of the City of Escondido; 
CTs 208 through 209.01; CTs 212.01 through 212.02. 
Senate District 38: Senate District 38 shall consist of the part of the 
County of San Diego contained in the following whole ceIlSUS tracts: 
CTs 77 through 85.10; CTs 85.12 through 87.01; CTs 90 through 91.04; 
CTs 170.05 through 170.06; CTs 170.12 through 186.05; CT 192.01; CTs 
193 through 207.01; CT 207.04. 
Senate District 39: Senate District 39 shall consist of the whole 
Countyof/mperial, together with the part of the County of San Diego 
contained in the following whole and partial census tracts: CTs 1 
through 7; CTs 9 through 13; CTs 19 through 20.02; CT 28.01; CT 29.01; 
CT 57; CTs 59 through 61; CTs 65 through 76; CT 85.11; CTs 87.02 
through 89; CTs 91.05 through 99.01; CT l(){}.07-That portion located 
outside the houndarie.~ of the City of San Diego; CTs 106.01 through 
113; CTs 135.01 through 137; CTs 145 through 154.04; CTs 156.01 
through 167.02; CTs 209.02 through 211; CT 213. 
Senate District 40: Senate District 40 shall consist of the part of the 
CO/mty of San Diego contained in the following wilDie and partial 
census tracts: CT 8; CTs 14 through 18; CTs 21 through 27.06; GT 28.02; 
GTs 29.02 through 56; CT 58; CTs 62 through 64; CFs 99.02 through 
100.06; CT 100.07-That portion located within the city limits of the 
City of San Diego; CTs 101.03 through 105,. CTs 114 through 134.04; 
CTs 138 through 144. 
SEC. 5. If any provision of this act or the application thereof to 
any person 0r circumstance is held invalid, the inva:idity shall not 
affect other provisions or applications of the act which can be given 
effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the 
provisions of this act are severable. 
CT BO.04-That portion contained withiIl the following Blocks: 219, 
221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226, 704, and 705; CT 89.04-That porb'on con-
tained within the following Blocks: 101,102, 103, 104, 10..'" 106, 108, 109, 
110,111,112,113,114,115, 117, 118, 119. 125, 126, 201, 202, 203, 205, 206, 
207, 208, 209, 210, 211, a.nd 212; CT 89.06-That portion contained 
within the following Blocks: 101, 102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 
111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 
129,130,302, 303, 304, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318,319, 320, 321, ____ m __ mm_m~m_m~
and 341. 
Assembly District 7: Assembly District 7 shall cOIlsist of the follow-
ing whole counb'es: Alpine. Amador, Calaveras, El Dorado, Mono, 
TuoiuInIle, together with the part of Placer County Ilot contained in 
Assembly District 5, and together with the part of Sacramento County 
cOlltained within the follOwing whole and partial census tracts: 
Whole Census Tracts: CT 32.01, IT 42.02, CT 42.03, CT 48, CT 49.01, 
CT~02,CT~CT~CTa~CT~CT~CT~CT.CT~ 
CT92, CT94. 
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